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An introduction to common accessories found in Viking graves to help the reenactor put together a kit to look
more like a Viking.

The drawings are my own - please do not scan or upload to the internet. Copies made for educational purposes, such as 
classes, can be as long as credit is given and my contact information is added. Feel free to email me for questions, corrections or 
comments. 
A word on names

Naming object is so important in human history that it is mentioned early in the Bible when God gifted Adam 
with the task of naming all of the animals. We give names weight when we debate on whether or not something fits 
into a category (think of Pluto, for example).

The names used here are common names for the items, but are not definitive.  Even with alternate names, this 
is not an exhaustive list. 

Names have power. For example, let's look at the Viking apron dress, which is often called a hangerok. This 
name was given to it by Agnes Gejer, a German archeologist from the early days of Viking-age archeology. In German,
it refers to dungerees or overalls, which is not a dress but a practical workman's outfit. The Russian word for the same 
item translates to sundress, which gives the connotations of something fancy we wear on holiday.  There is no Viking-
age word for this item of clothing, but only words given in the last 100 years. Each name gives a different feeling to the
piece.  All, yet none, are correct.  
i.e., don't fixate on names.  I've written more about this in my blog post:

https://maniacalmedievalist.wordpress.com/2012/11/12/a-cotehardie-by-any-other-name-would-look-just-as-lovely-
some-thoughts-on-research/
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Accessories for the Woman
Turtle Brooches are the most distinctive of Viking-age jewelry. Also called oval brooches or paired brooches, 
because they are oval in shape and were almost always found in pairs, these were worn on the rise of each breast 
to fasten the strap of the apron dress to the front top of the dress, like the buckles on modern overalls. The turtle 
brooches rarely went through the cloth but were
most often fastened through a top and bottom
loop. The turtle brooches often had beads or
chains connecting them together and other items,
such as scissors or ear spoons, hanging from them.
Alternates: In Finland, round brooches were more
common, and in Gotland, animal heads, such as
bores or bears.
Trefoil Brooch: was one possible brooch found at
the neck close the opening of a dress, like the top
button.  Others included small round brooches,
snake brooches, or small penannular brooches.
Larger trefoil brooches could be used as a cloak
clasp. Worn with a leg pointing down and fork up,
much like the letter the “Y”. 
Mirror Brooch, called such because of their
symmetry, were used as clothes fasteners. They
are most often found singly laying in a horizontal
position, relative to the body. Can be used in pairs
vertically in lieu of tortoise brooches.  Also called
equal armed brooches.
Beads: of glass, metal (sliver, gold or bronze), metal
pendants or gemstone beads were often strung
between the turtle brooches. Glass beads, made like
modern lampwork beads, had complex patterns and
shapes. Although amber is the most frequent
gemstone bead used today, carnelian, quartz, garnet,
amethyst and jet have been found in both necklaces and hanging between the brooches. 
Other Danglies: Viking women also wore practical items hanging from brooches or hanging from their belts.
 Amoung these items are ear spoons, tweezers, scissors, needle-cases, keys, combs, and tooth or fingernail picks.
 
Freya Pendant:  Many pendants have been found in graves of Viking-age women.  Pendants of Freya or 
Valkyries are fairly common.
Cloak Pin: Cloaks could be fastened on with a single pin in the front or on the shoulder, or with two cloak pins 
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pinning the cloak open in the front. Cloak pins could be very simple, such as these large decorative nails, or rather
complex, such as trefoils or penannular brooches.
Belt:  Although belt buckles were uncommon in graves of Viking women, cloth belts could have items hanging 
from them. We often find remnants of tablet woven belts, which were perhaps tied.
Head Scarf: Viking women wore something on their heads or fixed their hair in elaborate braids. The head scarf, 
which can be tied in a large knot at the nape of the neck, is inspired by images of women from pendants.  A Jorvik
styled cap or head-rail can also be used.
Tablet-Woven Headband:  Although the headband/temple-ring combo is thought to be more of an eastern or Rus
Viking custom, tablet woven headbands are found in the western graves in Birka and Hedeby.
Temple Rings are found near the temple of the head and were possibly worn, in the eastern Viking regions, attached to 
head scarves or headbands, a tradition which continued through the centuries in Russia. In the Western Viking-age 
world, they were possibly used as earrings worn around the ears rather than attached to the headband.
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Accessories for Men
Hat tip: There is no doubt that Vikings loved to bling things up, including the ends of their caps.  These hat tips 
were cone shaped metal ends that were often elaborately decorated.  They were found in both the western areas, 
such as Birka, as well as the eastern or Rus regions.
Pennanular Brooches were used to pin cloaks near the
shoulder, a style that makes it easier to reach a weapon or
gear. Cloak pins were sturdy, often a large pennanular
(horseshoe with a sharp nail) or annular (circle with a
sharp nail) brooch. Other brooches are fine as long as they
have a sturdy pin.
Thor's Hammer, or Mjølnir, was often shaped like an
upside-down cross. They could have animal heads on the
bottom or be plain hammer-shaped.
Arm Ring are thought of as signs of status and wealth,
arm rings and a common Viking grave find.  These ranged
in a variety from elaborate, animal headed small torqs to
simple twisted and coiled wire spiraling around the arm.  
Belt Accoutrements
Buckle:  Vikings had buckles, not rings, which held their
belts together. These were often elaborate in design and very
sturdy in construction, but rarely were larger than able to
accommodate a 1 inch belt.
Belt Studs, also called belt plaques, were metal affixed to
the belt with studded backs. Common in Viking-age
graves, a single set did not always perfectly match but
were similar and had a common element. The idea of a
consistent and matching “set” is modern.  
Belt Tips increase the Viking flavor of your outfit, even if
you can not find belt studs. These metal tips often
matched the buckle, not the studs, in design.
Belt Pouch hardware, including buckles and leather studs, are a common Viking grave-find. Some whole 
pouches, such as the Birka pouch, can be used as a pattern. These pouches had leather loops in the back that 
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allowed them to slide easily onto the belt.
Seax:  Rarely do we find an adult male Viking grave without a weapon. Even most female graves contain 
weapons. The seax is a common Viking knife, which often hung horizontally by using metal rings and leather 
straps rather than vertically, like a modern knife sheath.
Winingas Hooks answer the question of how a Viking man kept his leg wraps on. These small, metal, triangular 
shaped hook tags were sewn onto the leg-wraps using small holes near the flat edge. They are almost always 
found in matching pairs.   

Where to Find Accessories?
Other than waiting for large events, such as Pennsic or Gulf Wars, the internet is the place to find Viking accessories.
There are a few good shop in the U.S.:
Crafty Cetls http://www.craftycelts.com/
Raymond's Quiet Press http://quietpress.com/
Also look to Europe.

Etsy (www.etsy.com) has great European vendors. My favorites are:
PeraPeris, Hvitolg, torfin, VIKINGKRISTALL, TwilightForge, AsgeirForge, rUaViking, HandWerksArt, RuyaN, TrollhillForge, 
NordEmporium, RareCrafts  (in no particular order)
Other European Shops:
Denmark's: Nordulf nordulf.dk/shop/
In Germany:

Marchland Medieval marchand-medieval.com
Ratatoskr ratatoskr.de
Replik replik-shop.de
ReEnact Store reenactstore.de
Northan northan.net/
Die Bronzemacher bronzemacher.com

Norway's: TG.Design tgdesign.no
In Poland:

PilarArt pilarart.pl
Onegdaj onegdaj.com
Szepczące Kruki szepczacekruki.pl/

And Sweden's
GrimFrost grimfrost.com/en/
Nidingbane nidingbane.se/

Viking viking.se/
Gripheim gripheim.se/

If using Chrome to see these sites, you can right click to translate to English. And most of them take PayPal!  ~~~ Enjoy!  
Esperanza


